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Essential and inessential complexes

by Isbael Bebstein (Bucharest)

In [1, Satz VII] H. Hopf and E. Pannwitz hâve given a complète topo-
logical characterization of essentiality for a large class of complexes: an n-
dimensional (n ^ 3) simply connected complex K is essential (im Grossen

stabil) if and only if K is cyclic. In connection with this resuit, they raised
the question whether there exist 2-dimensional simply connected complexes
whieh are essential but not cyclic. An affirmative answer to this question is

given by

Theorem 1. There exista afinite homogeneous 2'dimensional complex Q, which
is simply connected and essential but not cyclic.

This theorem follows from the existence of a finitely generated group with
particular properties (Lemma 4.2) and from

Theorem 2. A finite homogeneous simply connected 2-dimensional complex K
is essential if and only if for each proper subcomplex L a K

A) H2(II, Z) jz 0 where II nx{L)

provided that the homomorphism

i*:H2(L,Z)-+H2(K,Z)
induced by inclusion, is an isomorphism onto.

Thèse theorems emphasize the particular behaviour of 2-dimensional
complexes. In the last section, we show that the complex Q of Theorem 1 has the
following rather striking property: Q x K is inessential for any complex K
with dim K > 0 ; in particular Q x Q is inessential.

As shown in [1, Satz V], for each n > 0 there are non-cyclic 7i-dimensional
complexes which are essential but are not simply connected. Nevertheless,
use of cohomology and of local coefficients leads to a suitable modification of
the classical définition of cyclicity as given in [1]; we thus introduce the
"cocyelicity" in Définition 1.1, and obtain the following generalization of
Satz VII of [1]:

Theorem 3. A finite homogeneous n-dimensional complex K with n ^ 3 is
essential if and only if K is cocyclic.

The condition of Theorem 3 can be expressed in another équivalent form,
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which shows that cocyclicity is in fact a topological invariant of the universal

covering complex K of K :

Theorem 4. A finite homogeneous n-dimensional complex K with n^ 3 is
essential if and only if its universal covering complex is cocyclic wiih finite
cochains.

From Theorem 4 follows

Theorem 5. A finite homogeneous n-dimensional complex K with n ^ 3 is
essential if and only if its universal covering complex is essential with respect to

proper maps.

The author ignores whether Theorem 5 is also valid for n 2. Moreover,
the "unalgebraie" form of this last theorem leads one to raise the question of
its validity for more gênerai spaces than complexes.

1. Preliminaries

By an n-dimensional complex we mean a CW-complex as defined in [2],
with the additional property that the closures of its cells are homeomorphic
to closed simplexes. Without further mention, a complex will always be
assumed to be homogeneous, i.e. such that every open subset meets some n-cell.
No distinction is made between a complex and its underlying space.

We recall in a convenient form the définition of cohomology groups with
local coefficients. Let K be a complex, K its universal covering complex, and
77 the group of covering transformations (Deckbewegungsgruppe) ; 77 ^ 7t1(J5l).

Assume that 77 opérâtes on an abelian group A. A g-cochain c is a func-
tion defined on the oriented q-cells of K, with values in A, such that
c(— oq) — c(aq),a czK. The cochain c is equivariant if f(c((xa)) c(|cr9),
for every £ c 77, aq czK; hère Çoq is the image of aq under the homeomorphism
f. The equivariant cochains form a group Cq(K, A). The coboundary de of
c € C9(K, A) is the equivariant (q + 1)-cochain defined by

(de) (a9*1) Z\p*+* : o\\c{al) (1.1)
^ i

where crf are ail the g-cells of K and [aq+1: crf] are the incidence numbers.
The cochain complex (Cq(K, A), ô) defines the cohomology groups Hq(K, A)
of K with local coefficients A. Considering only equivariant cochains which

are zéro on tho cells of the subcomplex p~x (L) c K, where p: K -> K is

the covering projection and L c: K is a subcomplex, leads one to define in
a similar way the relative groups Hq(K, L; A). If 77opérâtes trivially on A,
both Hq(K,A) and Hq(K, L, A) reduce to ordinary cohomology groups.
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Définition 1.1. An n-cell x of an n-dimensional complex K will be called

cocyclic if the homomorphism

f: Hn{K, L\ A) -> Hn{K, A) L K - x, (1.2)

induced by inclusion is non-trivial for at least a System of local coefficients A.
An n-dimensional complex K will be called cocyclic if ail of its n-cells are cocyclic.

Proposition 1.2. A complex K which is cyclic in the sensé of ([1], p. 436) is
cocyclic. If K is simply connected and finite, cyclicity and cocyclicity are
équivalent properties.

Proof. Hopf and Pannwitz called K cyclic if each ?i-cell x of K belongs
with a non-zero coefficient to an intégral cycle or to a cycle mod. m for some m,
i.e. if the homomorphism

U : Hn(Ky G) -> Hn(K,L; G), L K - x (1.3)

induced by inclusion, is non-trivial for G Z (the integers) or for G Zm

(integers mod. m). First notice that if j* is trivial for Z and for ail Zm, it is
trivial also for any abelian G. This is obvious when G is finitely generated (for,
homology commutes with direct sums) ; for an arbitrary G this follows from
the fact that homology commutes with direct limits.

In the gênerai case, if (1.3) is non-trivial for some G, (1.2) is non-trivial for
A D((?)-the group of characters of G. If K is simply connected and finite,
the coefficients in (1.2) are discrète abelian groups ; by taking now G D(A),
the non-triviality of (1.2) implies that of (1.3).

2. Proo! o! Theorem 3

By ix : (Y, B) -> (X, A), B c Y, A c X we mean any continuous map
[i: Y ->X satisfying ft(B) c A. Two maps /j,0 and fix are homotopic if
there is a map A : (Y X /, B x /) -> (X, A) (I unit interval) with

A(x, 0) po(z), A (a, 1) iix{x).

Let I,4cl both be arcwise connected and simply connected. Let
further Tn be a complex homeomorphic to a (closed) n-simplex with a single
w-cell (f1; write Tk for its ^-section (union of the cells of dimension ^ k).
Introduce the notations

Di âf x /, Dj <7, x / v Oj X 0 ^ âj x 1

Ë Tn x 0 w 2*-i x /, È T*-1 x 1 (2.1)
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where ajfj= 1, 2,..., m are the (n — l)-cells of Tn and hi their boundaries ;

Dj, E are closed n-celh and JD^ E are their boundaries.
The following lemma collecta in a convenient form certain well known facts :

Lemma2.1. Let the map f: (Tn, Tn-X) -> (X, A) détermine the élément
oc € nn(X, A) (we assume Tn oriented and omit the base point for relative
homotopy groups). Consider arbitrary éléments ocj e nn(X, A), j 1,..., m.
Then

i) For each j there is a map fs : (Dj, Dj) -> {X, A) which détermines (x5 and
satisfies

j^x^t) i{x) for (x,t)€Tn~2x 1^ Tn~xx 0. (2.2)

ii) The maps /^ and f yield a map

F':(ËJ)-+(X,A)
which détermines the élément

P oc + Z[an: a^oCjtnJXiA) (2.3)

for a suitable orientation of E.
iii) // /? 0, F' can be extended to a map

F:(Tnx I, Tnx 1) ->(X,A) (2.4)

Proof. i) Suppose g^: (Dj9 D^) -+ (X, A) détermines <%,.. Define /,. on
à} X / ^ aj X 0 according to (2.2); since the set is contractible, gj and /,.

are homotopic. Extend first this homotopy over Djy with values in A, and

further over Di, with values in X. Since the extension of f$ is homotopic to
g^ it détermines ^. #

A proof of i), which is équivalent to the "addition theorem for relative
homotopy groups", can be easily obtained by applying the relative Hure-
wicz isomorphism theorem to the pair (E, Tn~2 x I ^ T^1 x 0 ^ È).

In order to dérive iii), notice that f} 0 implies F'~ 0, i.e. Ff can be
extended to yield a map

F":{xË,xÈ) ->(X,A) (2.5)

where xE, xE are cônes over E, E with the same vertex x. This already

implies iii) since (Tnx /, Tnx 1) and (xE, xE) are homeomorphic pairs.
Proof of Theorem 3. We recall that a complex K is essential (im Grossen

stabil) if it cannot be deformed into a proper subset Kx. An (open) n-cell

t c K is essential if, whatever be the point x e r, K cannot be deformed
into K — x. Since x c K —- r is a strong déformation retract of x — x,
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x € t, it readily follows that x is essential if and only if there is no déformation
of K into K — x. If K is essential, ail its w-cells are essential. Conversely,
if K is a finite complex, henee compact, and if ail of its n-cells are essential,
then K is essential. For, the image Kt of K under a déformation is then closed
and the homogenity of K, which we always assume, implies that K — Kx^ 0
yields (K — Kx) at^0 for some n-cell x. Theorem 3 is now a direct
conséquence of

Theorem 3'. An n-cell x0 of an n-dimensional complex K, n^3, is essential

if and only if x0 is cocyclic.

Proof. Let L K — t0 If r0 is inessential, there is a déformation <pt of K
into L. Since ç?0 j : (K, 0) -> (K, L) is the inclusion and ç>i(iO ci L, in
(1.2) we hâve j* 0 and is non-cocyclic. This holds for n arbitrary.

Assume now that r0 is non-cocyclic and n > 3. In order to prove that r0
is inessential, we use a technique borrowed from obstructions theory, with
relative homotopy groups instead of the absolute ones. This method of proof
is similar to one used in the simply connected case by M. M. Postnikov for
deriving a theorem by Pontrjagin (see [3], 10 : 3).

Let K be the universal covering space of K with p: K ~> K as covering

projection; K also is a complex. Since n ^ 3, the subcomplex L p-1^)
is connected and simply connected. A map \p: K -> K is equivariant if
Çxp ÇJ| for each élément f of the group 77 of covering transformations (Deck-

bewegungsgruppe). The inclusion (ân, on) -> (K, L) of each oriented n-cell

on c K détermines an élément o(an) € nn{K, L). Obviously 77 opérâtes on

the group nn (K, L) which is abelian since n ^ 3 ; we obtain thus an
equivariant cocycle o €Cn(K,nn{K, L)) The non-cocyclity of t0 implies that

j*:H*{K,L;nn(K,L)) -+H»(K, nn(K, L)) (2.6)

is trivial ; since it is clear that o(on) 0 for an c L, we therefore hâve

0= ôd, d€C^(K,nn{KyL))
In K x 7, the group 77 opérâtes according to the rule i(x,t) (Çx,t).

For each (n — l)-cell xn~x czK, sélect a cell o{xv-~1) c K satisfying

pitf-1) X1}'1. Define 0:ixO->l by 0(x,t) x. According to
2.1, i), define maps

Jt : (à?"1 x 7, by1 x 7 yj aXl x 0 w S^1 x 1) -> (if, L) (2.7)
such that

£(#, Q 0(x, 0) for (x, t) € af1 x 7 w âfx x 0
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and such that f5 détermines the élément — d{a^~1) *nn(K, L) ; if d{o^~1) 0,
define \i by fj (x, t) 0(x, 0) for (x, t) e aj'1 x /. Upon noticing that
each (n — l)-cell of K is uniquely represented as fer""1 for some f c/7,
define an equivariant map

F' :K xOw jf»-i x / -+K (2.8)

by j?' ff^'1 on each cell fo^x / and f 0onixO. Sinee the
cochain — d is itself equivariant, it is obvious that on | a?"1 x /, -F' détermines

the élément — fdfojf1) — d^a]'1).
For each w-cell ri d K sélect now a cell crj ciÊ, satisfying p(<r2) tJ.

The restriction ^ of F* maps (âj x 0 ^ âj x /, âj x 1) into (K,L);
according to its définition and to 2.1, i), it détermines the élément

P(*ï) o(aï) - 27[aî : a^]d(a^1) enn{K, L) (2.9)

which vanishes since o ôd. Therefore by 2.1, iii), Frk can be extended to
a map Fk : (âj x /, âj X 1) -> (X, 2) ; if ^(o:, *) 6>(a?, 0), define #fc by
Fk(x,t) &(x,0) on âk x I. Extending equivariantly the maps Fk as

above, we obtain a map F : K x I -> K.
A map F : K x I -^ K is now well defined by F (y, t) piFip^y, t)),

(y,t) *K x I and it satisfies .F(y, 0) y, f(Z x 1) c i, i. e. J?7 is a de-
formation of K into L, which proves that r0 is inessential.

Remark 2.2. If we assume that K is locally finite and that the cochain d
satisfies d (on) 0 for ail but a finite number of values of j, the above
construction yields a homotopy which is stationary on ail but a finite number
of n-cells of K. #

3. Proof of Theorems 4 and 5

Proof of Theorem 4. Keeping the same notations as beforc, the group with
operators nn(K, L) is isomorphic to Hn(K, L) ^ Z(II), where Z(II) is the

group algebra of 77 over the integers Z. Since nn (K, L) is the only System
of local coefficients which was used in the proof of Theorem 3', this theorem
remains valid upon replacing in Définition 1.1, the phrase "for at least a

System of local coefficients A" by "for A — Z(Tiy\
On the other hand, if K and L are finite, we hâve natural isomorphisms

[4, ch. XVI, § 10]

Hn(K,L;Z(II)) *tH«{K,L\Z) ^Hnf{K,L\Z) (3.1)
and

Hn(K,Z) ^H^(KyZ)9 (3.2)
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where Hn are groups in the "almost zéro theory" of Eckmann [5] and H"
are eohomology groups based on finite cochains. Thus an w-eell t0 c K is

cocyclic if and only if the homomorphism

induced by inclusion, is non-trivial (the notations are the same as in the proof
of Theorem 3').

The group 77 opérâtes on both groups in (3.3), which therefore are 2(77)-
modules, and j* is a Z (77)-homomorphism. Let a0 be any cell satisfying
p(o0) r0; since any generator of the group H"(K, K — a0; Z) générâtes
the Z(77)-module H^(K,L\Z) in (3.3), ff is non-trivial if and only if

ft : H»(K, K-oQ;Z)-+ H»(K, Z) (3.4)

is non-trivial, i.e. if and only if a0 is cocyclic with finite cochains (f-cocyclic).
This obviously disposes of Theorem 4.

Proof of Theorem 5. A map y: (Y, B) -> (X, A) is called proper if the
inverse images of compact sets under cp are compact. We shall now restrict
ourselves to the category of locally finite (i.e. locally compact) complexes
and of proper maps and homotopies. Theorem 5 foliows from Theorem 4 and
from

Proposition 3.1. A simply connected locally finite n-dimensional complex K,
with n ^ 3, is essential with respect to proper maps and homotopies (p-essential)

if and only if K is f-cocyclic.

Proof. Notice first that if each w-cell of K is p-essential, K is p-essential.
For, the same argument which was used to dérive Theorem 3 from 3', applies
for locally finite complexes K and proper maps, since the image of K under
a proper map is closed. It is also obvious that a /-cocyclic cell a0 c K is

p-essential (because any two proper maps which are connected by a proper
homotopy induce the same homomorphisms of eohomology groups based on
finite cochains). The converse is an immédiate conséquence of Remark 2.2,
since a homotopy which is stationary on ail but a finite number of cells is

obviously proper.

4. Proof of Theorems 2 and 1

A procédure similar to that used in deriving Theorem 3 from 3' yields
Theorem 2 as a conséquence of
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Theorem 2r. A simply connected homogeneous 2-dimensional complex K can
be deformed into a proper subcomplex L c K if and only if

i*:H2(L,Z)->H2(K,Z) (4.1)

is an isomorphism onto and

A) 7Ï2(77, Z) # 0 where 77 nx{L)

Proof. First assume that K can be deformed into L, i. e. there exists <p:K -> L,
with i<p ~ identity (i : L -> K is the inclusion map). Then

i*(p*:H2(K,Z)->H2(K,Z) (4.2)

is an isomorphism onto and therefore i* is onto. Noticing that i* is 1 — 1

(since dim K 2), i* is an isomorphism onto and it foliows that

<p*:H2(K,Z)^H2(L,Z) (4.3)

is onto. This proves that the éléments of H2{L, Z) are represented by spher-
ical cycles, since this holds for H2(K, Z) ^ H2{L, Z). Applying now to L
the well known resuit of [6], we obtain H2(II, Z) 0.

Conversely, if we assume that i* is an isomorphism onto and that
H2(II,Z) 0, then by [6] ail cycles of H2(L,Z) are spherical. On the
other hand, it is well known that a simply connected 2-dimensional complex
K has the same homotopy type as an union X VSa of 2-spheres Sa with

oc

a single common point x0. Consider maps \p : K -> X, % : X -> K with rp % «^

identity and XW ~ identity. Let aa generate the groups iî2(Sa,Z). For
each oc define a map Xa:8a->L such that AaH<(aa) (i"1^*) (aa) and
Xa(x0) Yo e L. This is possible since {i~£%*) (aa) are spherical Cycles. We
thus obtain a map X.X-+L. Since H2{X, Z) ZH2(Sa, Z), we hâve

a
X^ i£ %y.. Consider the composite maps y Xy) : K -+ L and iç> : ^l -> JST

and observe that ï*^* i^A^y* H^X^W^ identity. By the
classification theorem of Whitney this amounts to icp ~ identity, which shows
that K can be deformed into L.

Lemma 4.1. Let II be a group with a finite number of generators and relations,
such that

B) 77/[77, 77] Z (where [77, 77] is the commutator subgroup) ;

C) there exists a | c77 satisfying N(£) =77, where JV(|) is the least normal
subgroup generated by £.

Under thèse conditions there exists a finite homogeneous 2-dimensional complex
Q and a subcomplex B c Q, such that
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2) R is cyclic ;

3) i* : H2(R, Z) -» H2(Q, Z) is an isomorphism onto;

4) Q — R is homeomorphic to an open 2-cell.

Proof. It is well known (see for instance [7, § 45]) that for a given 77 we
can construct a finite simplicial complex R' satisfying tc1(jR/) 77. Adding,
if needed, trivial relations of the form f f-1 e, we can assume that each

generator belongs to some relation and this readily implies that we can assume
R! to be homogeneous.

Take two disjoint copies R[ and R2 of R! and identify their corresponding
1-cells. This yields a complex jR ; it is easy to check (e.g. by applying [7, § 52])
that tc^R) aa 77. The complex R is cyclic ; for, any two corresponding 2-cells
x'x e R[ and r2 e R2 hâve in R a common boundary, hence détermine the
2-cycle r[ — rj.

Consider now a simplicial path in R, representing the élément f c 77 of
condition C). By the procédure described in [7, § 45] attach to this path a

2-cell r which adds the relation f e. By C), the resulting complex Q is

simply connected; obviously, Q is homogenous and admits a simplicial
subdivision. Consider the exact séquence

0-+Ht(R,Z)?lHt(Q,Z)'-XH2{Q,R;Z)->H1{R,Z)-+0. (4.4)

By B), HX(R, Z) ** 77/[/7, 77] ^ Z and since H2(Q,R; Z) & Z (Q is an

open cell!), ô is an isomorphism. This implies that j^ is trivial and i^ is an
isomorphism.

Lemma4.2. There exists a finitely generated and finitely related group 770

which satisfies conditions A), B) and C).

Proof. We define 770 as a particular split extension (semi-direct product)
over Z with kernel n ¦=¦ Z -\- Z.

More precisely, 770 is the group with generators a, b, c and relations

aba~xb~-x e (a)
ac cb (/?)

bc cab (y)

In order to prove B), observe that the homomorphism cp, defined by
ç?(a) cp(b) e, ç>(c) c, maps 770 onto the infinité cyclic subgroup generated

by c and has as kernel the subgroup n generated by a and b. Let
y) : 770 -> be any homomorphism onto an abelian group. Then (/?) implies
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ip(a) tp(b) and (y) implies y(a) e, whence n c Ker^, i. e. n [IT0,IT0]
and thus 770/[i70,/70] e.

Consider now an homomorphism % : 770 -> II (II arbitrary) such that
^(c) e. Relation (/3) yields %(a) #(6) and from (y) we obtain #(a) e,
i.e. %{IIqI e. This obviously proves C).

In order to prove A), let Ko be an aspherieal complex such that ^ (Ko, x) =II0.
Is is known that Hn(K0, & Hn(II0, G). Let (X*, p) be a covering space
of Ko corresponding to the normal subgroup n. Since the group of covering
transformations of (K*, p) is IIq/tz t& Z, the exact séquence

0 -* H2 (Kt, Z)/7o/w -> ,ff2 (Ko ,Z) (4.5)

applies (see [8], Appendice). But K% is aspherieal and H2(K*, Z) ^ H2(n, Z)
& Z, since n is isomorphic to the direct product two infinité cyclic groups.
The group IIq/tï opérâtes on K* and therefore on H2(K*, Z) ç& Z\ by de-

finition, H2 (K*, Z)nojn is the factor group of H2 (K*, Z) by the subgroup
generated by the éléments a — £a, a e H2(K*, Z), f eIIq/tc. Since the only
automorphisms of Z are the identity and a -> — a, we hâve a — |a 0

or a — £a 2a. Thus

Ht(K*,Z)noln**Z or ^Z2. (4.6)

In both cases (4.2) yields H2(K0, Z) & H2(770, Z) ^ 0.
Proo/ o/ Theorem 1. Since i70 of Lemma 4.2 satisfies both B) and C), con-

struct, according to Lemma 4.1, a simply connected complex Q and a sub-
complex B c Q satisfying 1), 2) and 3). Q is not cyclic ; indeed for any 2-cell

t c Q — R, 3) readily implies that

H2(Q-r,Z)-+H2(Q,Z) # (4.7)
is an isomorphism and therefore

H2(Q,Z)-^H2(Q,Q-t;Z) (4.8)

is trivial. This is also true for any abelian group since H2(Q, G) H2(Q, Z)
& G. If we now assume that it is possible to deform Q into a proper subcomplex
Qx c Q, we must necessarily hâve Qx 3 j?, since j? is cyclic. This would
imply that Q can be deformed into R, since Q — R is homeomorphic to an
open 2-cell. According to Theorem 2 this is impossible because R satisfies 3)
and A), whence Q is essential.

5. Further properties of Q

Let Q be the complex of Theorem 1 and K an arbitrary complex wîth dim
K n > 0. Consider the product Q x K. From the "Kiinneth" theorem
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for cohomology, there results that for any System A of local coefficients on
QxK,Hn+2(QxK,A) isnaturally isomorphic to Hom (H2(Q, Z),Hn(K, A))
This is obtained by applying [4, ch. VI, Th. 3. la], using the isomorphism of
[4, Ch. II, Prop. 5.2] and noticing that Ht(Q,Z) 0 and H2(Q,Z) is
abelian free.

Let t be any 2-simplex of Q — R, a any n-cell of K; r X a is a (n + 2)-
cell oî Q x K. There results the following commutative diagram

x k, A) < > Hom (H2(Q, Z), Hn(K, A))
•*

Hn+*(Q x K - x x <r, A)

xK,A) < > lïom (H2(R,Z),Hn(K, A))

Since H2(R, Z) Z and H2(R,Z) are free abelian groups, the lower
horizontal map is an isomorphism onto ; ail the vertical arrows are induced
by inclusions.

Since i% : H2(R, Z) -> H2(Q, Z) is an isomorphism onto, the second
vertical map and i*i* are also isomorphisms onto. Since i* is onto (for,
dim Q x K n + 2), i* is an isomorphism onto. The exactness implies that
Q x K is non-cyclic and application of Theorem 3 shows that Q x K is
inessential.
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